As the slower rate of convergence and lower study ability in the late period of network-oriented consumption prediction model based on neural network algorithm, this paper proposed a network analysis neural model based on chaotic disturbance optimized particle swarm. Firstly, improve the initialization of particle swarm with chaotic disturbance optimization strategy in order to limit the initial position and the initial speed of limited particle. Then have an optimal operation on each individual in particle swarm with chaotic disturbance variables, so that the particles which do not enter into iteration will jump out of the local optima area. And next, optimize the PSO algorithm inertia weight by adopting adaptive adjustment strategy based on individual particle adaptive value. At last, combine the improved PSO algorithm based on chaotic disturbance with neural network algorithm, thus we will construct the network-oriented consumption analysis model. Simulation results show that the proposed network-oriented consumption analysis neural network model based on chaotic disturbance optimized particle swarm has greatly improved in prediction accuracy and computational speed.
Zhang Huachu formulated ARIMA model for our network consumption spending. Based on this, he analyzed and predicted the network spending, and the results show that the total amount of our network spending would continue to increase in the next few years [10] . Wang Naihe studied how housing asset prices effects consumer from the influence that Chinese financial system on real estate wealth, housing sales price's change on freegans, and rental price's change on household consumption [11] . Mu Xiaofang mainly researched the impact that our resident network consumption works on the domestic economic development. The author mainly studied from the relationship between the function that resident network consumption works on economic growth and resident network consumption with economic growth's relationship, with the empirical analysis method of non-stationary sequence's unit root test, co integration test and establishing error correction model, whose results showed that long-term stable equilibrium relationship will continuously exist in our residents' network consumption and domestic economic growth [12] . In order to predict the consumption of network, Tang Gongshuang established a seasonal decomposition model and ARIMA model. After comparing the results that analyzed from several different models, she selected a good fitting model and had an analysis on model's practicality [13] .
For the issues exist in neural network algorithm application, this paper designed a network consumption analysis neural network model analysis based on chaos disturbance optimized particle swarm, and adopted chaotic disturbance optimized strategy on particle swarm optimization strategy's initial population, particle merit and also improved inertia weight, combined it with neural networks, so that it will be used in network consumption forecasting model.
Network Consumption Prediction Model based on Neutral Network
Neural network is a new mathematical modeling method, which is more used in prediction system because of its powerful ability to identify nonlinear systems. This paper built network consumption prediction model based on neural network model. Firstly, we will take consumer age, the culture level of consumer, consumer's income level, and cost performance of network products, network security as variables and then input neural network's value, then normalize the data. Please see Equation (1).
x is the original network consumption data, min x and max x are the minimum and maximum value in original data, x is the data after normalization. After data's training and prediction, adapted corresponding data changing method to obtain the original true value data in output layer, corresponding inverter equation is as followed. Please see Equation (2) .
Then weighted input network consumption value. Please see Equation (3).
Calculate each layer's error, the input layer node error is:
Then we will have Eq. (5) .
Hidden layer node error is:
See Equation (7) .
i n in E ∂ = − ∂ βδ α ω (7) Therefore, network consumption forecasting modelling based on neural network can be seen from the following steps: 1) Determine neurons' number in neural network. The neural network inputs layer is 5 in this paper, and the hidden layer selected by empirical formula is 10, and the output layer, the number of neurons about to be predicted network consumption value, is 1; 2) Input training samples and testing samples, and normalize all collected samples in accordance with equation (1); 3) Select excitation function, namely, network hidden layer and output layer transferring function, and training function, training iteration numbers, the maximum permissible errors and so on. 4) Use neural network to train the training samples, then do the simulation output through testing samples and calculate the variety errors between predicted value and true value. Through the experiment, the prediction error of the above network consumption forecasting model's is shown in Fig. 1 . From the figure of training error, we can see that the traditional neural network algorithm in early learning has a faster convergence, and for the late stage, convergence is getting slower, so that at a certain stage, the learning ability almost drops to zero.
Newton's method is mostly used in the optimization of the neural network. Conventional BP neural network algorithm only uses the first derivative's information in weights correction, namely the gradient of the error function to weight value, so the use of the second derivative to carry out weight adjustment can improve the convergence speed.
Assuming the network weight correction's objective is to minimize error function ( ), E w the current network value weight is ( ), w t weight correction amount is ( ), w t Δ then the next time the weight is as bellowed. Please see Equation (8).
To implement the second order Taylor expansion to ( ( 1)) E w t + , see Equation (9).
correcting the weight value, error function variation can be seen in Equation (10).
Through changing ( ) w t Δ minimize equation (9), apparently when it meets the equation (11) .
obtained minimum, Newton algorithm converges faster, but it is too difficult to calculate the amount. Therefore, we use particle swarm algorithm to optimize neural networks algorithm.
Neural Network Algorithm Based on Improved
Particle Swarm
Chaotic Disturbance Optimized Strategy
Before optimizing neural network through particle swarm algorithm, the first thing is to analysis its defect. Standard particle swarm optimization is in a goal-dimensional search space, we will random initialize a particle swarm and the particle swarm is composed by m, the first i 's position i X (potential solution of the optimization problem) can be expressed as 1 2 { , ,..., }
x , substitutes into optimizing the evaluation function and we can obtain adapted value, which is used to measure the pros and cons of particles; appropriate flight speed i V can be expressed as 1 2 { , ,..., }
In every iteration process, the particles update its velocity and position by tracking the two extremes: one extreme is the the optimal solution researched by particle itself, and individual extreme ibest P expressed as
; the other extreme value is a group of particles search the optimal solution, and its global minimum gbest P will be expressed as
Specifically, in the calculation of 1 k + 's first iteration, according to Equation 12 and 13, particle i updates the velocity and position; the speed will be defined as equation. Please see Equations (12-(14) .
maximum speed limits. This will have certain blindness. Random initialization can basically ensure uniform distribution, but cannot guarantee the quality of each particle, and it may cause some particles away from the optimal solution, for which it will affect the algorithm convergence speed. In addition, the basic PSO algorithm, the inertia weight factor ω plays a role in maintaining the particle inertia, and it has the trend to expend optimization space. ω 's value largely determines the optimal performance of the algorithm, the big value is favour to global optimization, however, it is difficult to get an accurate solution; a small value is in favour of local optimization, and it's easy to get a more accurate solution, but it will lead this algorithm into a local solution area. Therefore, this paper presents particle swarm optimization algorithm based on chaotic disturbance.
Chaos is a ubiquitous phenomenon of nonlinear systems in movement. Generally, the random motion equations calculated by certainty algorithm are called Chaos. Chaotic system is the most typical representative derived from logistic equation whose iterative formula is as follows. Please see Equation (15).
t is iterative calculate times; µ is system's control parameter.
Optimization strategies based on chaotic disturbance are as followed: 1) First, initialization. Variable t z in equation (15) 
and when it reaches to the maximum number of iterations, the optimization will be end, otherwise 1 t t = + will go to step (2) to continue.
PSO Algorithm Based on Chaotic Disturbance
This paper firstly introduced the chaotic disturbance algorithm into the basic optimization PSO algorithm, initialized particle swarm and formed the initial solution group, and operated particle swarm's t "inert" particles to help them come out of the local optimal solution area , so that the algorithm can quickly find the global optimal solution, thus effectively improve the performance of the algorithm. 1) Particle swarms' initialization based on chaos disturbance. First, we will produce a n dimensional in random, and its vector component values are in or between 0~1 's chaos variables. See Equation (19). where 1 Z is initialized value calculated by Logistic completely chaotic iteration equation Then we will calculate the network input variables' corresponding fitness value, and preferentially select former m as the initial position of particle swarm according to the fitness value, while randomly generate m initial velocity within the limits of the variable. 
Neural network model uses the mean squared error (MSE) as the evaluation of training effectiveness indicators:
where Y is the expected output. In addition, we use real-coded connecting weights and thresholds neural in network expressing particle parameters. Specific encoding can be summarized as follows: Suppose neural network's input layer nodes are m, the hidden layer nodes are n, the output layer nodes are s, and the particle swarm individual string length is:
So, the connected input layer and hidden layer weights matrix are: 
Threshold vector from the hidden layer to the output layer is 2
The encoded form of the particles is: 
Therefore, the network consumption analysis neural network models based on chaos disturbance particle swarm specific processes are: 1) Establish a network consumption forecasting model based on improved neural network to determine the network topology and to enter the training sample after normalization; 2) The position and velocity of initialization's population, we determine the number of particles N, inertia weight ω and shrinkage factor Κ, acceleration constant 1 c , 2 c and gb , n pb 's initial value;
3) Do the population mapping, weight and threshold value as the initial parameter values of neural network, then we can obtain the network output from training sample's input and also cam calculate actual output square error. Taking MSE as a measure of each particle's fitness value and then we can find the individual extreme value of each particle; 4) Evaluate each particle's individual extreme value, pick the optimal individual extreme value as this iteration's global extremes value , gb and record the serial number of the optimal particle value, and the extremes value are as the most optimal parameters of neural predicted network of the next iteration; 5) Estimate whether gb and the number of the current iteration satisfied termination condition, if it meets the condition, then we will exit and go to optimization step (7); 6) Update each particle's velocity and position and calculate the fitness value of each particle, if the value is better than the current value, then the n pb will as the current individual extremes. Compare all the particles' individual extreme value to current global optimum values; if it is better, then we will set n pb as this particle's position. And we will update the inertia weight, then go to step (3); 7) According to obtained optimal particle's position, we will take it as the initial value of neural network, then we can input test samples to predict.
Algorithm Performance Simulations
In order to verify the effectiveness of improved algorithm, we will have simulation experiments. It can be found that compared with the original PSO algorithm, the improved PSO algorithm proposed in this paper is faster and easier to achieve the optimal value.
Then we apply the improved PSO algorithm in the network consumption forecast model, respectively compare to neural network model and standard particle swarm algorithm, we can predict its error, and the results can be seen in Figure 4 . As can be seen from the simulation results, the network consumption analysis network model based on chaotic disturbance particle swarm, compared to the traditional neural network model and standard neural network model's particle swarm optimization, its forecast accuracy has been greatly improved.
Conclusion
With the optimization of the network environment and enhancement of consumption pattern, the future will have a rapid development, so it is extremely urgent in analysis and forecast of network consumption. This paper presents a network consumption model based on chaotic disturbance particle optimized swarm. It can be seen from the simulation results that the proposed improved strategy greatly enhances the network consumption forecast's accuracy, and it can boost network consumption, and also it will provide a reference for standardized network consumption order.
